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ACROSS
Low music, time and time again used in big 
sound (4-6)

1

A deadly epidemic disease nearly finished off 
parrots (4)

6

Selection of canapes topped with sauce (5)9
Dilettantes left on high in presence of excited 
star (3,6)

10

Joiner in smart position (8)12
Corrupted computer dies without coders 
working hours (6)

13

Outcast providing shelter for a bounder (6)15
Honest old maid living in ramshackle hut (7)16
One part of Australia to do something (3)18
Trainees turned on tools (7)19
Stronghold soundly defended (6)21
Annoying one returned to test a supporting 
framework (6)

24

Contender, filled with passion, pushed around 
official checker (8)

25

Gathered masses mostly scattered and ran (9)27
Some involved in conflict used a sudden 
attack (5)

28

Brown kelp primarily on the rocks (4)29
Company director reviewed primaries before 
heading to office? (10)

30

DOWN
Trained healer not supporting the sex offender 
(6)

1

Fellow not liked in boxing, falls (7)2
Wild cats probed with spirit having a wide 
range of uses (5-8)

3

Rubbish written about beaten-up car in 
transport accident (5,5)

4

Promise made to athlete taking part (4)5
Noble clipped king having a quick look (7)7
Country with power in the hands of religious 
groups and questionable people (8)

8

Surgery unit, fitted with port that is small, 
breaks (13)

11

Equipment largely used by senior baseballer 
or cricketer (10)

14

A fault-finder strikes hard setter's work, 
perhaps (8)

17

Meat from oven is whisked back to kitchen (7)20
Lift operator is in hotel unloading left and 
right (7)

22

Nine crossing river's rapid? (6)23
Four slices of fleshy fruit (4)26


